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The beleaguered tech sector might be hit by another round of layoffs, as media outlets have
cited anonymous sources to report that software giant Microsoft is planning to slash about 5% of
its workforce, or let go of roughly 11,000 people. The affected departments potentially include
human resources and engineering, Reuters reported. According to data from last year, the
company had around 2,21,000 full-time employees. Microsoft did not confirm or deny the reports
about possible layoffs.

The AI-powered chat bot ChatGPT by OpenAI that is publicly available as a research release
has been used for several illegal tasks, including writing malicious code, phishing emails, and
malware. However, a writer at the Cyber Careers blog who tested the tool noted that ChatGPT
lately refused to comply with such unethical requests and warned users about the
consequences of their actions. However, there still exists the risk that users might be able to
trick the large language model into helping them generate malware. With Microsoft planning to
offer ChatGPT to Azure OpenAI service users, ensuring that the tool complies with international
laws is a must.

iPhone and MacBook maker Apple has indefinitely delayed the launch of its augmented reality
glasses in favour of working on a mixed reality headset that could be revealed this year,
reported Bloomberg News. “Technical challenges” was reportedly the reason for hitting pause
on the glasses. In an attempt to cut costs in its new headset, Apple may opt for chips closer to
those used in its iPhones rather than the premium chips in its MacBooks.
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Comments have to be in English, and in full sentences. They cannot be abusive or personal.
Please abide by our community guidelines for posting your comments.

We have migrated to a new commenting platform. If you are already a registered user of The
Hindu and logged in, you may continue to engage with our articles. If you do not have an
account please register and login to post comments. Users can access their older comments by
logging into their accounts on Vuukle.
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